Exercise 3.16  Phonemes – manner of articulation, fricatives versus nasals in initial and final position

Instructions from the Speaker to the Listener
I will say two words, pointing to each word as I say it, then repeat one. Please tell me, or point to, the word I repeated. (The Speaker chooses which word to repeat.)

1 sum numb
2 sea knee
3 sap nap
4 sit knit
5 seed need
6 said Ned
7 sick nick
8 sack knack
9 sag nag
10 sash gnash
11 cease seen
12 kiss kin
13 nice nine
14 grace grain
15 fuss fun
16 moose moon
17 horse horn
18 mass man
19 case cane
20 dice dine

9 Source: Plant, 1984, Commtram, NAL, Australia.